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Word from the Leadership Team
Our Mission through Education and Research
One of the Congregational Directions concerns our
mission through education and research institutions
(IDW 11: 14-15). It calls on the provinces, regions,
and missions that choose this as one of their priorities
ad extra to “evaluate their education policies,
institutions and programs with a special concern for
the Catholic character of the institution, social justice
and interculturality.” I would like to offer some
reflections on what these three
elements, the Catholic character,
social justice, and interculturality,
could mean in our education
apostolate, primarily in light of
the document released in
October last year by the Vatican
Congregation for Catholic
Education, “Educating for
Intercultural Dialogue in Catholic
Schools: Living in Harmony for
a Civilization of Love.”
Catholic character
The document offers a clear
but basic understanding of what
the Catholic character of
education institutions is: “What
marks an educational institution
as being ‘Catholic’ is its addressing the Christian
concept of reality, its Catholic quality, namely its
reference to a Christian concept of life centered on
Jesus Christ.” This identity is fleshed-out through a
consideration of what the “Christian concept of reality”
or a “Christian concept of life” means. While reflecting
on the theological and anthropological foundations of
interculturality, the document claims that what defines
the human person, made in the image and likeness of
the Triune God, is relationship with others; that the
human person is fundamentally a being in relationship,

called to share in the communion of the Trinity: “Every
human being is called to communion because of his
nature which is created in the image and likeness of
God (cf. Gen 1:26-27). Therefore, within the sphere
of biblical anthropology, man is not an isolated
individual, but a person: a being who is essentially
relational” (34).
Education institutions with a Catholic character
“must give voice and reality to
an education truly based around
the human person, in line with
Christian humanist culture and
tradition. There must be new
commitment to the individual
seen as ‘person in communion”
(46). One final aspect of this
“Christian concept of life” that
is to animate Catholic education
is that it is expressed most
profoundly in love: “human
beings are, in their most intimate
nature, relational beings, who
can neither live nor develop their
potential without being in
relationship with others. …
Moreover, his relationships
arrive at their most profound
level if they are based on love” (39) Institutions that
promote relationship and communion, that foster love,
this is the goal of our mission through education and
research, as already expressed in the booklet “SVD
Education Ministry as Mission of Dialogue: “If through
our efforts in this area we succeed in leaving a little
spark of love and humanity even in a handful of young
minds we are doing our bit to make the world a better
place to live in, thereby advancing the cause of God’s
kingdom. This vision should enable us to evaluate our
work not in terms of the elaborate infrastructure we
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are able to put up or the number of students on our rolls,
their outstanding academic performance, or their
achievements in extra-curricular activities, but in terms
of those young people’s transformation into persons who
have more love, more humanity and above all more God
in them” (IDW10: 2).
Social Justice
Already in 1983, in a circular letter titled “The Pastoral
and Missionary Slant of our Schools,” then superior
general Henry Heekeren stressed social justice as an
essential element of our education apostolate (Nuntius XI,
p. 373). He mentioned four explicit points in terms of social
justice in our schools: in principle, every one of our schools
should be open to all, especially the poor, the handicapped,
and those from minority groups; our schools should promote
volunteer activities; our schools should promote a sense
of universal solidarity, of universal commitment and
sharing; our schools should value freedom and form people
for freedom and responsibility. “SVD Education Ministry
as Mission of Dialogue” offers testimony that our
confreres engaged in the education ministry are aware of
these responsibilities. Various efforts are being made,
including teaching skills in social analysis, building bridges
between individuals and communities, and promoting
volunteer work, both locally and internationally.
“Educating for Intercultural Dialogue in Catholic
Education” points out another important aspect of social
justice in Catholic education. Based on the Christian
concept of person presented above, that of relationship,
communion, and love, Catholic schools are to promote
the dialogue between people of different religions,
especially “in searching for the patrimony of common
ethical values found within the different religious traditions.
In this way, believers can contribute to affirming the
common good, justice and peace” (13). In a world where
religion is often used to divide people rather than unite
them, where religious differences are emphasized,
especially in fundamentalist interpretations of tradition, this
latter aspect becomes especially important.
Interculturality
In the document from the Congregation for Catholic
Education, interculturality is expressed as moving from
the mere tolerance of differences to an appreciation of
the gift of diversity in the human family: “there are those
who affirm that differences are by their nature causes of
division and, therefore, at the most to be tolerated. …
Rather, [differences] provide a wonderful opportunity for
people of different religions to live together in profound
respect, esteem and appreciation, encouraging one another
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in the ways of God” (13). Furthermore, when the unique
contribution that each of the participants brings to the
dialogue is recognized and appreciated, “diversity ceases
to be seen as a problem. Instead, a community
characterized by pluralism is seen as a resource, a chance
for opening up the whole system to all differences of origin,
relationships between men and women, social status and
educational history” (27).
This appreciation of difference will lead to a mutual
transformation of all partners in intercultural dialogue (28).
It is through this mutual transformation that we become
more fully human: “To go out from oneself and consider
the world from a different point of view is not a denial of
oneself, but, on the contrary, is necessary for enhancing
one’s own identity” (38). It is in this sense that intercultural
dialogue is a necessary element of Catholic education:
“Schools are entrusted with great responsibility for
intercultural education. During their formation, students
find themselves interacting with different cultures, and
need necessary tools for understanding them and relating
them to their own culture. Schools are to be open to
encountering other cultures. They have the task of
supporting individuals so that each person develops his or
her own identity in an awareness of its richness and
cultural tradition” (50).The Congregational Direction on
education and research also points out that “as SVD we
especially promote research in the areas of anthropology,
culture and religion” (IDW11: 14). Our commitment to
research in these areas is also an important part of our
contribution to intercultural awareness and sensitivity, and
the dialogue between people of different cultures and
different religions.
Confreres, we are aware that the education and
research apostolate was treasured by our founder, and
has been part of our mission from our very beginnings.
Currently, around 20% of our members are engaged in
this apostolate, and, especially in AFRAM and parts of
ASPAC, some provinces are increasing their commitment
to this apostolate, in response to the mission needs in their
area. We pray that the evaluation called for in the
Congregational Directions will lead to further reflections
on our commitment to the Catholic character of our
schools—on the primary, secondary, and tertiary level—
and research institutes, and result in new initiatives towards
the promotion of social justice and interculturality in these
institutions, that we might better contribute towards the
education of the leaders of tomorrow.
Fr. Heinz Kulueke and the Leadership Team
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GENERALATE NEWS
Workshop of new Provincial/Regional Mission Superiors
On July 5, 2014, the two week workshop that brought together 30 provincials, 2 regionals and 3 mission
superiors (PRMs), ended with a note of gratitude on the part of the participants and the organizers. As one of
the provincials said “I am going back understanding better my role as an animator, administrator and a coordinator”.
The workshop followed its main objective, that is to introduce the participants to their tasks and responsibilities
in relation to their constituents and to the Generalate. Some of the highlights of the workshop, as was noted by
the participants, were the presentation and panel on the treatment of dysfunctional and problematic confreres,
the presentation by the leadership team of the SSpS Generalate, the sharing that followed, and all the informal
moments that allowed the participants to get to know each other.
Fr. Superior General Heinz Kulueke sealed the workshop by reminding the PRM that leadership is a call to
service. He personally thanked the superiors for their generosity in accepting their responsibilities as animators,
coordinators and administrators of their respective provinces, regions and missions. In the closing Eucharist
there was a simple but meaningful ceremony. The four zonal coordinators of ASPAC, AFRAM, EUROPE and
PANAM, after being anointed by Father General, anointed their respective PRM. The anointing of the superiors
was made more meaningful as it was accompanied by prayers highlighting the different mission situations and
challenges.
The well outlined and coordinated sessions were carefully put in place by the overall coordinator, Jose
Antunes da Silva. The PRMs are now at their home provinces. As they step back into their offices, go over the
stack of communication that piled up in the last two weeks, answer phone calls and follow up certain unattended
issues, there are at least two differences. One is the knowledge that as a superior one learns from experience
and the second is that there are always sources of help out there.
More information on the workshop can be found on our website witnessingtotheword.com.

Post it reflections on the workshop
***It was a wonderful experience, a very tangible one,
to meet people in the same boat, so different, and yet so
similar, facing the same feelings, concerns and challenges.
Coming from so many countries, cultures and languages
we really enjoyed this tremendous feeling of belonging to
something that is bigger than ourselves, indeed bigger than
life itself – the incredible reality of His Mission and of
the power of the Word becoming Flesh again and again,
and us being part of it. We appreciated very much the
presence of the whole General Administration, talking but
mostly listening to us and making us feel at home – our
own family home.
Fr. Mareko Marciniak, BOT
***We have learned a lot about leadership in our congregation and other important aspects of inculturation.
The presentation on finance and the administration of the temporal goods was of vital importance. Emphasis
was also given to the importance of initial and ongoing formation in our congregation. The topic on missionary
parishes was indeed motivating, as well as the topic on confreres in difficulties. The encounter and sharing of
the participants were very important.
Fr. Luis Antonio Vergara, CAM
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Post it reflections on the workshop
***The workshop, besides being an introduction to acquiring administrative skills, animating abilities and collaborative
attitudes, was an occasion for learning from one another and experiencing a sense of solidarity. It was an initiation into
a legacy of leadership that believes not only in legitimizing one’s role as PRM Superior of the political correctness of
his interactions in accordance with established procedures, but also an invitation to humanize it with humility and
compassion, fostering a habit of dialogue.
Fr. Xavier Thirukudumbam, INC
***In Poland we normally say that Rome is far. Thanks to the workshop and the encounter with the Generalate
Administration, Rome is already closer and friendlier. The workshop was primarily for me a chance to meet with our
confreres who have the same task to animate, coordinate and lead the members of our congregation. We have shared
our experiences and challenges with the backdrop of the Constitutions and the congregational directions of the General
Chapters. I am sure our service as leaders will bear its fruits.
Fr. Eryk Koppa, POL

VII Third Age Course
Centro Ad Gentes, Nemi - 03 June - 12 July, 2014
For us, the 27 confreres from
16 SVD provinces - this was a
valuable experience in helping us
to grow old gracefully - as the
Constitutions (307.1) urge us, or
a “novitiate for retirement”, as
somebody said. It was also a
valuable experience in, and
reminder of, our internationality:the Indians (8) and the
Filipinos (4) were the biggest
groups. We were ably led by
Fathers Ludger Feldkämper,
Peter McHugh and Tony Bon
Pates before his move to Steyl.
We began with a short
summary of each one’s spiritual journey. Unfortunately this more often than not became a brief life history. Then
we heard Fr. John Füllenbach on the “True Face of God”, and “what Jesus was all about”. Some headings: “To
muse about my life in the presence of God”, “Sent to carry on his mission”. A quote: “Our lives cannot be
imagined as a time of testing, for we are loved by God. Our lives can only be a time of growing and maturing”.
Fr. Walter Vogels, M.Afr., examined three Old Testament characters for our reflection: Abraham- “Going
into the unknown”; Job- “The inevitability of suffering”, and Qoheleth- “Vanity of vanities and all is vanity”. How
do we avoid this? Then we experienced the guided retreat, also a very valuable experience.
Arnold Janssen’s “vision of mission” by Fr. Juergen Ommerborn, came next. Arnold’s vision was wider than
his critics, even his SVD critics. Then we had a 700 km, four day trip up north to Brixen and Oies, a pilgrimage
to the land of Joseph Freinademetz. What fantastic scenery! We witnessed whole towns on rocky outcrops,
houses in seemingly impossible locations, 600 meters up valley sides, mountains towering into blue skies from a
verdant green base. Actually the Nemi scenery is itself spectacular.
Lastly we had three days on integral health and health for old age, by Brothers Hermann Hempen and Stefan
Theobald, which aroused plenty of interest. There was also an opportunity to visit the usual Roman sights. All in
all it was an extremely valuable experience.
Fr. Mike Madigan, SVD, Australia
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Anthropos Institute Team Develops Program
for Intercultural Competence
How can we SVD continue to sustain and develop the
motivation and skills necessary for
mutually enriching understanding and
relationships with confreres (ad intra)
and among people from other cultures
(ad extra)? To address this concern
of the last General Chapter, six
confreres met in Rome during the
week of June 2-7 as members of a
Generalate-sponsored ad hoc
committee to propose a program for
improving intercultural competence.
They developed a workshop tailored
for SVD communities, which includes
suggestions for input modules,
assessment tools, biblical reflection, activities, You-Tube
clips, and action plans. The proposal for the formation of
this committee is the fruit of a meeting of ten confreres,
including the International Coordinating Council of

Anthropos Institute, in Toronto in August 2012, a month
after the last General Chapter. The committee has been
gathering and assessing helpful resources for the SVD
since then.
The members of the ad hoc
committee are: Philip Gibbs (many
years in PNG), committee chair, Jon
Kirby (USW, many years in Ghana),
S.M. Michael (INM, currently
ASPAC Zonal coordinator),
Alexander Rödlach (USC, previously
in Zimbabwe), Victor Zackarias
(INM, currently doctoral student in
Rome). Roger Schroeder (USC,
previously in PNG) joined the
committee work in Rome in June as
the International Coordinator of
Anthropos Institute. Five of the six members of this
working group are members of Anthropos Institute. Robert
Kisala, also a member of Anthropos Institute, served as
the liaison with the Generalate during the June meeting.
Fr. Roger Schroeder

Centro Ad Gentes’ first International Bibliodrama Faciliators’ Course
The very first International Bibliodrama
Facilitators’ Course was held at the Centro
Ad Gentes from April 7 to May 16, 2014.
There were 16 participants from five
continents and comprised of priests,
religious and lay people who shared a
common desire to meet the Word in their
lives and in their own communities.
Bibliodrama is an engaging approach to the
Word of God. It has become popular among
church circles in Germany and various parts
of Europe. The Dei Verbum Course in
Nemi, offered this approach in the late 90s
and through this, it caught fire within the
Catholic circle. Defined by one of its
participants as ‘lectio divina on stage’, it
allows a creative dialogue with the
Scriptures using body movements and play.
Following the story of Emmaus (Luke 24:13-35), the 6-week intensive training took them on a journey as
disciples with their own faith realities, exploring the holy ground of the Word as a community in powerful and
transforming encounter. Through various elements, the use of Bibliologue and Bibliodrama under Nico Derksen,
the Word became alive and its freshness expressed in Easter experiences, joyful worship and prophetic
mission. With all the learning and new skills gained, the participants presented a project paper based on a
Scripture passage they personally chose for a particular community in their setting. Through this, they take on
the role as biblical pastoral ministers, hoping to sow seeds of the Word in the living realities of people around the
world.The program was accompanied by a team composed of Fr. Tony Bon Pates, SVD, Fr. Rudi Poehl, SVD,
Sr. Maria Illich, SSpS, and Ms. Joy Candelario.
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Reflections and Thoughts
The power of intercultural dialogue
Fr. Simon Boiser, a Filipino missionary in Germany since his OTP days, affirms that intercultural dialogue
enables one to look beyond the accidental skin colors and listen behind the accents. He shares with us this
important journey that still continues.
The Catholic Church in Germany
It is an honor and a challenge to work as an SVD
missionary in Germany, from where our founder St. Arnold
Janssen came and from where he moved because of the
“Kulturkampf”, an anti-Catholic policy of the Prussian
government in the 1870s. Although the discriminatory laws,
which persecuted Catholics at that time, ended long ago,
today’s Catholic church in
Germany still poses a
challenge to a secular society
at large. The church itself is
also challenged by society’s
critical attitude towards this old
institution. Despite having a
former German Pope, the
image of the Catholic Church
in Germany was smeared in
recent years by media reports
on past sexual abuse
accusations and the lavish
lifestyle of a bishop. In the
parishes, church dropouts
increase while priestly
vocations decrease. Parishes are combined like
companies. Few priests are now responsible for churches
with less attendence. It is indeed a missionary challenge.
However, being called a “Missionar” in Germany is not a
compliment but sounds like being accused of fanatic
proselytizing.
Immersing into the culture
When I came to Germany as an exchange student
fourteen years ago, my immediate concern was to learn
the German language. Another personal goal was to read
classical and popular theological books in the original
German. Being in a land of philosophers and poets made
me feel intelligent and at the same time stupid, because
this”deutsche Sprache” is really difficult. It is not merely
a matter of grammar and diction, but unlocking the
mysterious German “Geist”. During the academic years
in the seminary and the early pastoral exposures in the
parishes, I become more fascinated with the biographies
and theologies of people. Their lives are more complicated,
open-ended and exciting than I had imagined. My wish
was to think and talk like them.
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After my priestly ordination, I worked in parishes and
a school in different villages and cities. I was exposed to
different German dialects. In time, I could more or less
localize a speaker’s place of origin based on the slang
being used. I discovered the best way to learn the language
is talking casually with native Germans in parish meetings,
public markets, schools, soccer fields and their own cozy
homes. But the elders and the children were my best
teachers. The seniors usually
have hearing problems, so I
needed to speak more loudly
and clearly than usual
whenever I visited them. The
kids seemed to understand me
regardless of my foreign
accent, as long as I play
soccer with them and join
them in their birthday parties.
Many of them do not know
where the Philippines is on the
world map. In case some
knew, they expressed their
pity about the typhoons, floods
and earthquakes besetting my country of origin. Almost
no one could classify me properly: I look either Chinese,
Vietnamese, Indonesian or African to them.
The experiential meaning of Intercultural
dialogue
Intercultural dialogue connects cultures like a bridge
between far-away continents. It opens minds and hearts
which were once closed and biased. It enables one to
look beyond the accidental skin colors and listen behind
the accents. It helps us focus on our common humanity
with the hopes and dreams, fears and concerns we share.
Being in an international community, where different
confreres come from different countries of origin, enables
me to experience a common mission beyond the trappings
of national and cultural ideologies. This communal sense
of mission enriches my personal vocation as a missionary.
Christian faith is race-neutral and helps overcome our tribal
tendencies.
Nevertheless what may be considered as normal
among SVDs remains a challenge in a so-called modern
society where a subliminal atmosphere of suspicion and
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arrogance towards certain racial and cultural origins
unfortunately prevails. The problem is not solved by simply
trying to live in superficial harmony, which often results in
an apathetic tolerance by minding one’s business with welldefined spaces and fences. Rather it is spending time trying
to understand the other’s and one’s own identities and
exerting effort to find ways of working together in peaceful
solidarity. Sometimes it is easier to use cultural
idiosyncrasy as a cause or an excuse for disagreement.
It is easier to rely on pre-meditated stereotypes and take
them as unquestionable standards of judgment rather than
recognize a person’s uniqueness and exercise patience
towards inherent differences.
Being a missionary in the midst of the people.
My visits to seniors, who were former WWII soldiers,
made me less judgmental about the history of the war and
more sensitive towards those who experienced it. My visits
to poor housing apartments, where the unemployed and
sick talk about their personal tragedies, social alienation
and discrimination even as Germans, made me become
wary of blanket statements on poverty and allowed me to
differentiate the kinds and degrees of poverty. My visits

to homes of migrants without papers helped me sympathize
with them as they live in constant fear of being caught
and struggle with financial and medical problems.
While assisting in the distribution of food for the
homeless in St. Pauli, Hamburg, I saw old, sick and lonely
people fighting over expired fruits and old bread. After
some intervention, we managed to calm them down. One
beggar asked me, “Why are you serving us?” Before I
could answer him, he said with a smile, “Jesus sent you to
us.” I was touched. The man said earlier that he never
goes to church.
Being a missionary is being sent to the ignored ones
and downcast in society. It is shaking off some priestly
poses that create gaps between us and them. It is
getting dirty like them wherever they are. It is crossing
the borders of conventional indifference and renouncing
detrimental mental and physical comforts. Being a
missionary is being sent by God to seemingly God-forsaken
places, where God is needed, even if nobody there takes
Him seriously. Being a missionary is helping God’s
presence be in the midst of people who cannot believe in
Him but want to feel Him even just once in their lives.

ST. AUGUSTIN (GER):
Encounter and dialogue – on the road to the inculturation of Chinese theology
More than 20 young Chinese scientists met
from June 27 to 30 at Monumenta Serica in St.
Augustin to discuss topics relating to Chinese
theology. This was the X Colloquium for
theologians studying in different European
countries. These workshops were initiated by Fr.
Roman Malek, then the director of Monumenta
Serica, in 2007. The actual director, Fr. Piotr
Adamek, sees this colloquium as an important
contribution to help young scientists to get in touch
and to be able to collaborate later on in China.
“There are often demands and invitations to enter
into dialogue with other, non believing scientists
who work on Chinese cultures and religions, but from our Catholic side we don’t count on the respective
specialists to enter into these dialogues. This is a pity, and therefore we are committed to these initiatives”,
Adamek explains.
The nine meetings so far have been quite successful. The workshops offer a platform for exchange for
scientists from different Chinese dioceses who have little to no chance for such shared academic reflection
within the Chinese church. Actually, only outside of China, like here in Europe, they can have meetings of this
sort. The main topic for each colloquium is selected by the Chinese students themselves. The central interest
always lies in studying the place of the church within Chinese culture from different perspectives like theology,
church history or missiology.
Fr. Christian Tauchner
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AFRICA-MADAGASCAR ZONE
A Smartly Dressed Gentleman!
The new Provincial of GHA, Fr. George Clement Angmor candidly shares
about our first Vietnamese confrere assigned to Ghana, Fr. Anthony Mary Song
Nguyen. He begins…
I have never seen Anthony so smartly dressed! Surely though, that was what I
was seeing one morning in late April, after breakfast in our Mission House in Accra.
Curious of this spectacle, I inquired from him what the occasion was. I then got to
know that he was getting ready to go to court. That he was going to court provoked
another curious interest in me. Why to court?
I learned that day that Anthony had already been to court three times not because
he was summoned for some offense but he had been repeatedly invited by the
authorities of the National Police Headquarters in Accra to assist in translations.
Six Vietnamese ladies with no English at all had ended up in Ghana, victims of
international human trafficking. They were apparently tricked by some Chinese
business people on the pretext of taking them to work in casinos in Norway. From
Vietnam, these ladies were taken to China, apparently to secure documents to enable
them travel to Europe. Upon arrival in China their passports and other documents
were taken away and were kind of “sold” to another group of Chinese people
eventually ending up in Ghana. They were forced into prostitution, initially at Tema, and then later, at
Takoradi. These Vietnamese ladies were later rescued by the Ghana Police.
But how did Anthony become involved in this at all? His father sent him news about their trafficked
nationals that had ended up here. After probing and investigating further the veracity of the news, he
enlisted the help of some of our Ghanaian seminarians to get in contact with the police. The police officers
realized that here was someone who could help them in their work. Until then, they were facing a very
serious language barrier as the Vietnamese women could not speak any English at all. It was almost
unbelievable for Anthony, who had been struggling to learn and speak English a little over a year ago, that
he was now “somebody” doing translation during the closed door court sessions.
The above incidences helped it to dawn on me that this is perhaps a kind of new urban (albeit frontier)
ministry that our congregational directions notably stressed, also during our recent General Visitation. Fr.
Anthony’s chance involvement gives us a push to seriously consider that kind of migrant apostolate which
I believe, with the blessings of our SVD internationality in the province, we stand a good advantage and
chance to gracefully respond to such a rising need. Our 17th General Chapter stated that all provinces,
regions and missions should try to appoint more confreres to migrant and refugee apostolate!
Fr. Anthony continues to translate in the closed door court hearing sessions dealing with the Vietnamese
victims. Fr. Nguyen Peter Loan, who recently arrived, also joined in. On May 4, 2014 at 6:30 am in the
chapel of our Provincialate, for the first time, a Vietnamese Holy Mass was celebrated with four Vietnamese
attending. This smartly dressed gentleman is paving the way for a new way of doing mission in the province.

V

Vietnamese labor in Angola

ietnamese labor exporters have gained permits to send workers to Angola, opening a new market for local
job seekers.The permits, which came after a five-year review of the market by the labor ministry, are expected to
smooth out the Angola dream for thousands of Vietnamese workers.A report from Vietnam’s embassy in Angola
last May showed that some 40,000 Vietnamese were already working there in short, unofficial contracts.
Vietnamnet
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ACCRA (GHA):
Workshop for the provincial leadership team
Following the installation of the Provincial and his
Council, the leadership team plunged into a three-day
orientation course from June 2-5, 2014 at the Guest House
in Accra. It was facilitated by Fr. Rex Vegbey, the
Communication Coordinator of the province, and Fr.
Alphonse Amanor, a psychotherapist at the Korle Teaching
Hospital.
The orientation was meant to help the council to plan
strategically for the years ahead. Exposing the participants
to the various areas of governance that await them as a
council, a list of priority areas was outlined ranging from
finances and investments to personnel management.
Where necessary, professionals in the various areas would
be invited to give input in subsequent workshops on
strategic planning.
The participants took a look at the issues raised in the
various protocols of the Provincial as well as the General
visitations, the Congregational directions and other areas
for effective strategic planning. As a follow up, a date
has already been set for the next workshop together with
the various local superiors and councillors and area
coordinators in the province. The workshop will be held
at the end of July at Nsawam.
GHA Newsletter

TOG
School buildings in need
Thanks to the generosity of benefactors in Germany
and Italy, a beautiful school was built in Iboundjo, a remote
village belonging to the district of Katchamba. Two more
schools are being built in the villages of Litcherso
(populated by theTchokossi) and in Djassakou-Nanghalé.
They will be ready this year. This social action is an
introduction to a more intensive missionary activity that
will soon follow.
The Konkomba country in northern Togo is not only a

“sleeping pad” as the people always refer to the areas of
Bassar and Guérin-Kouka. We have put serious efforts
of evangelization in the regions of Kabyié and Losso and
the place is still waiting for more missionaries. Our
presence in Guérin-Kouka is still not sufficient. But it is
also a region of Togo that is poorly developed, especially
with regards to school infrastructure. There are still too
many schools built in clay and covered with straw.
Fr. Marian Schwark

BULAWAYO (ZIM):
Recounting the birth of a new SVD Region
On June, 3, 2014 SVD confreres in Zimbabwe met in
the city of Bulawayo to officially inaugurate Zimbabwe
Mission into a Region. Fr. Tadeusz Grenda, the Regional
Superior, accompanied by the two first missionaries to
Zimbabwe, namely Fr. Gabriel Sosu and Fr. Krystian
Traczyk and other confreres, presided over the inaugural
Mass. In his homily the new Regional Superior invited
the confreres to further commitment to the new Region
of Zimbabwe with international and intercultural
communities. Fr. Krystian led the ceremony of installing
the new leadership team.
Since the first arrival of the SVDs in Zimbabwe in
1987, there has been a steady growth of the SVD presence
in the country. Formerly a district under the Botswana
province, Zimbabwe took its first step of mature growth
by becoming a Mission on June 1, 2008 under the
leadership of, by then, Fr. Alexander Thomas Kaliyanil,
who in 2009 was appointed the Archbishop of Bulawayo.
Six years down the line another step of mature growth
was consciously taken by the SVD confreres in Zimbabwe
in their 2013 Assembly. A quest of autonomy and a bigger
quest of greater responsibility walked silently hand in hand
with the request of becoming a Region. As the saying
goes “with great power comes greater responsibility”.
Prior to the inauguration Mass and installation ceremony
the confreres of the Region participated in a recollection
preached by the Vice Regional, Fr. Matheus Miten Ruron.
Fr. Michael Tawanda

SVD confreres in Zimbabwe met in the city of Bulawayo to officially inaugurate Zimbabwe Mission into a Region.
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ASIA-PACIFIC ZONE
Putting the last first in a Mangyan context
Fr. Ewald H. Dinter is a German priest who has worked with the Mangyan people since
the mid-1980s. Our 76 year old confrere arrived in the Philippines in 1969. He performed
various duties including being provincial superior of the Manila Province before settling in
Mindoro, where he has focused his energies on the Mangyan peoples.
Some years ago I spent some days (and
nights) up the Bongabong river in Oriental Mindoro with
the Bangon tribe. Many families keep a small fire burning
the whole night in their bamboo huts. The smoke keeps the
mosquitoes away. The smoke also goes into the clothing.
Leaving the community I went to the nearby river and I
took a fresh bath with soap. Then I headed for Roxas by
walking and taking a van ride. As I took my place in the
van the driver immediately grabbed an air freshener and
sprayed the surrounding. I found it rather strange. Suddenly
I realized that it was the stench of my shirt, pants and
backpack that caused this unusual spraying. I apologized to
the other passengers who were with me for the rest of the three hour ride.
Near the beginning of his service as bishop of Rome, Pope Francis recalled an image of some Church Fathers,
that is, “Good shepherds need to have the smell of their sheep”. This, about the smell, is also quoted by our SVD
leadership team in Rome and then, speaking for all SVDs, “Inter-gentes, Putting the Last First”(Arnoldus Nota
August-September 2013).
The external smell I carried with me throughout the ride was an indication of the challenge we face about how
far we become close to the people. How much knowledge and experience do we acquire about the real life of the
people with whom we come in contact and we serve? In my case, a knowledge of the different Mangyan tribes
in Mindoro is of prime importance.
With his forty years of close and personal contact with the Mangyan people, Fr. Ewald learned to appreciate
their values, poetry, feasts, dreams, fear of the evil spirits, their sharing, human potentials, their indigenous laws,
their languages, their world views, cosmology, taboos, agri-culture and so on.
How to know our people better (and realizing that “God was there before our arrival”) the SVD General
Chapter of 1947 recommended that each SVD Province and Mission should have an anthropologist. On December
30, 1950 the L’Osservatore Romano writes, “From the middle ages to our present day, missionaries have constantly
enriched our knowledge of unknown languages and cultures, but never has any missionary group so systematically
– both theoretically as well as practically – devoted itself to this particular efforts with such dedication as the
Society of the Divine Word”.
For a long time we talked about Dialogue (sorry, the ‘prophetic’ I do not understand). In 1974 the Federation
of the Asian Bishop’s Conferences (FABC) in Taipei talked about the triple Dialogue, Dialogue with the Asian
religions, Asian cultures with inculturation and the poor. In the preparation of the Novices for their yearly exposure
to the Mangyans in the mountains we talk about ‘Dialogue of Life’. We could call it Dia (Day)-Praxis, or better
still Dia-Life. Dia-Logue and Dia-Life! Then, we could walk together with the road map to the Reign of God,
helping to build Basic Human Communities and Basic Ecclesial Communities.
We SVDs discover people on the fringes, persons outside the mainstream, people who are wounded by life,
people who struggle for justice, people who do not count, who are considered and treated as non-persons. That
is utmost poverty. We put them first on our list, for us they are our central focus and attention.
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NONG BUA, THAILAND (AUS):
A tragedy at Nong Bua Wittiyayon School
On June 11, 2014_Bualam Ngobudda, 57, a former
director of Ban Wang Nam Khao School in Muang district,
was driving his Pajero when he had a sudden seizure,
causing him to lose control of the vehicle.The car plowed
into a group of young pupils on a field trip who were
walking into Nong Bua Pithayakarn School to see a
science exhibition being held there from June 10-13.
The vehicle then swerved and hit three parked cars
before running into a tree.Four pupils, one boy and three
girls, were killed on the spot. Ten other children, six boys
and four girls, were injured. The injured children, all of
them Grade 4 students at nearby Nong Bua Witthayayon
School, were taken to the district hospital. Bro.Ron
Fratzke teaches English at Nong Bua Wittiyayon School.
He was deeply affected by the tragedy

PUNE (INM):
A concise encyclopedia of Christianity in India
On June 9, 2014 the Cardinal Archbishop of Mumbai,
Oswald Gracias, released the long awaited volume, “A

Concise Encyclopaedia of Christianity in India” at the
Papal Athenaeum auditorium in Pune. The cardinal
pronounced the encyclopedia as the most significant book
published by the Catholic Church in India.
The encyclopedia, with over 350 articles, offers a
glimpse into the forms and beliefs of Catholic Christianity
in India. It treats of the Catholic Church’s relation to other
Christian churches as well as other Indian religious
traditions, giving reliable information, treated in scholarly,
but non-technical, language to be understood by ordinary
people.
The volume brings out the Indian Catholic Identity,
derived from its interaction with the religions and cultures
of India in the course of the two thousand years of its
existence.
The work was initiated by Jacob Kavunkal in 1998 in
collaboration with the members of the theological faculty
of the Pune Pontifical Athenaeum. It follows an
interdisciplinary approach, furnishing realistic and concise
information without triumphalism, about the life and service
of the Catholic Church in India.
Fr. Jacob Kavunkal

TAGAYTAY CITY (PHC):
Inauguration of the Divine Word Institute of Mission Studies (DWIMS)
After years of discussion and planning, the Divine Word Institute of Mission Studies (DWIMS) was inaugurated
and blessed on May 17, 2014 in the vicinity of the Divine Word Seminary in Tagaytay. Present were Fr. Jerome
Marquez, the Assistant Provincial of Philippines Central, Fr. Antonio Pernia, Fr. Edgar Javier, the current director
of DWIMS, and a large number of Sisters, priests and lay people from all over the Philippines. The day began
with the planting of trees and the inauguration of the Academic Year with the deliberations on “Mission and
Global Church”.
Fr. Sebastian M. Michael, the ASPAC Zonal Coordinator delivered the Actus Academicus lecture on
“Christianity as a Movement: Mission for the 21st Century”. Sr. Amelia and Fr. Samuel Agcaracar gave their
reflections on the above paper. The Divine Word Institute of Mission Studies is a very important Missiological
Centre in the ASPAC Zone. Today, there are some 800 Asian missionaries working outside their home countries
in Europe, the US, Latin America, Africa and other parts of Asia. Indeed, the SVD Asia-Pacific (ASPAC) zone
has now become a primary source of missionaries in the SVD. In recent years more than two-thirds of those
receiving first assignments in the Society have come from ASPAC. Of these, about 53 per cent received first
assignments outside their home countries.
Hence, these missionaries need to be trained in contemporary missionary situations of the world. The Divine
Word Institute of Mission Studies will play an important role in training missionaries to acquire the necessary
skills, attitudes, values, and spirituality to face the challenges of mission today by being creative and innovative in
mission strategies. The Institute is affiliated with the Pontifical and Royal University of Santo Tomas (Manila)
for the Licentiate and Doctorate in Missiology.
INE Newsletter
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The Divine Word Institute
of Mission Studies will play
an important role in training
missionaries to acquire the
necessary skills, attitudes,
values, and spirituality to
face the challenges of
mission today by being
creative and innovative in

A

More people to urban areas

growing number of refugees and internally displaced persons seek refuge in cities. This poses new challenges
to aid organizations. Recent decades have seen a rapid urbanisation worldwide. The majority of the world’s
population now live in cities, and the trend is gaining speed.
The trend also incorporates displaced people, who are increasingly seeking into urban areas. The notion that
a refugee is a person who lives in a refugee camp in the countryside is diminishing in relevance.The flow of
refugees fleeing the civil war in Syria is one of many examples of this trend. In neighboring Turkey less than a
third of the Syrian refugees live in refugee camps, according to figures from the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees. Most live in towns near the Syrian border. Syrian refugees in Iraq find themselves in a similar situation

TECHNY (USC):
Write a story for Divine Word Missionaries Magazine!
Divine Word Missionaries Magazine is published quarterly. For over 56 years, articles and photographs
from our missionaries around the world have filled the pages of this magazine. The Mission Center (Techny)
is interested in receiving articles and photos from confreres throughout the world. Do not worry about
translations! The Editorial Do not worry about grammar. Do not worry about a full story; photos with captions
can be developed into a photo essay. Send stories of your mission life, programs, and activities, and we will
get your mission story out to the world. Your stories are published to raise awareness of Divine Word
Missionaries. The stories are not intended as a means to raise funds for projects.
How to Submit Articles and Photos:
-Your article need not be long, perhaps 500-750 words, double-spaced, typed pages in a Word document.
-You can place articles and photos in DropBox marked Share your mission story: (https://
www.dropbox.com/sh/yhdrej8e5iyxe0u/AABtLgPwzpFU1ESkf7GsW9WDa)
-You can e-mail an article to the Director of the Mission Center: (director@svdmissions.org). Photos for
your article (clearly identified with your name) can be e-mailed to (dwmmag@svdmissions.org). To view
previous issues of Divine Word Missionaries Magazine go to: www.svdmissions.org
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EUROPEAN ZONE
General Visitation ESP
General Councilor Robert Kisala visited the province of ESP which has grown considerably in
recent years, thanks to the Roscommon Consensus.
The province in Spain was established
from Argentina in 1951 and its sole purpose
in the beginning was to recruit and train
missionaries for work outside of Europe,
predominantly in Latin America. However,
the large seminaries were closed in the
1980s, and the province began to take on
parish work and other apostolates in Spain
from that time. The main apostolates now
are parishes, the Editorial VerboDivino in
Estella, the retreat house in Dueñas, work
among immigrant communities in Madrid
and Seville, the formation program in Madrid,
vocation recruitment, and work with lay associate groups. The formation house in Madrid perhaps sets a
record, even in the SVD world, with its twelve members coming from ten different countries.
The province has grown considerably in recent years, thanks to the Roscommon Consensus. In 1990 there
were 38 members in the province, with 30 in final vows, whereas at the time of the visitation in 2014 there were
60 members all together, and 54 in final vows. The members come from 14 different countries, and just over
half (33) were born in Spain. Of those, 24 are over 70 years old, and most of them are still active in the
apostolates in the province. The last member from Spain to take final vows was ten years ago, in 2004, and he
is now working in CNG.
The priorities ad extra chosen by the province are migrant ministry, primary and new evangelization, family
and youth, and social justice and poverty eradication. The province is currently working on its action plan for
the implementation of these priorities.
I was especially grateful that the visitation was planned in such a way so that I could experience some of
the more famous celebrations of Holy Week in Spain—the Holy Week processions in Seville and the surrounding
area, and the Good Friday celebrations in Zamora. I was also happy to have the chance to visit the birthplace
of St. Francis Xavier near Pamplona.
Fr. Robert Kisala

GER
German Katholikentag draws thousands
The German Katholikentag was held for the 99th time
from 28 May through 1 June 2014. This time in
Regensburg, one of Germany‘s oldest cities, with a rich
religious and cultural heritage. The landmark symbol for
the city on the Danube is the Stone Bridge (Steinerne
Brücke).‘Building Bridges with Christ’ was the motto for
the Katholikentag. As religion is increasingly being forced

into the realm of the private, it gathers people who want
to confront contemporary political and social challenges
in search of ways to shape the world from a basis in faith.
Members of the Arnoldus Family, lay associates and
MaZ joined the tens of thousands that participated in the
gathering. The “Steyler Musikapostel” built bridges by
joyfully performing international music, both on stage and
during the “One-World” liturgy.
GER Newsletter
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WARSAW (POL):
Bene Merito award for an SVD

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of
Poland conferred on Fr. Kazimierz Szymczycha ( in photo,
right) the award of honor “Bene Merito”. The solemn

conferment of the award took place on June 25, 2014 in
Warsaw during a meeting of Polish missionaries with the
staff of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The ceremony
was led by the Deputy Prime Minister Artur Nowak-Far.
The award “Bene Merito” was established by the Cabinet
in 2009 as “an honorable recognition of reinforcing the
position of Poland in the international arena.” This award
is always granted by the Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Fr. Szymczycha’s support of the Polish foreign policy
in the field of humanitarian efforts was lauded. He also
was responsible in forming a group consisting of personnel
in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Polish Episcopate
that caters to the needs of the 2,100 Polish missionaries
ministering all over the world, the missionaries of the Divine
Word being the largest group. For many years Fr.
Szymczycha has been undertaking a variety of projects
in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Since October 26,
2011 he has been acting as a Secretary of the Polish
Episcopate’s Committee for Mission and as a delegate
for missionaries.
Fr. Andrzej Danilewicz

General Visitation POR
General Councilor Robert Kisala visited the province of POR, where the SVD presence began 65
years ago.
The SVD presence in Portugal began 65 years ago, with a foundation from members working in Brazil. At
one time it formed a region together with Spain and at various times the formation programs were done together,
even after the two became independent provinces. At the time of the visitation, there were 35 members in
perpetual vows and eight in temporal vows, six in the seminary program in Lisbon and two on OTP.
Twenty-three of the members are Portuguese, including one in temporal vows, and half of the Portuguese in
perpetual vows are over 70 years old. In addition, ten confreres from Portugal are working in mission outside
the country. One new missionary from POR received his first assignment to ESP last year. There are twenty
non-Portuguese members in the province, coming from seven different countries. One Brother, who is Portuguese,
works in the province.
As was the case in almost all the provinces in Europe, the province was founded to recruit and train missionaries
to work abroad. Unlike Spain, Portugal did not sell off its large seminary buildings once the formation programs
were closed down, and continues to search for ways to make good use of the buildings. The large seminary in
Fatima is now used to house pilgrims, in addition to the Steyler Fatima Hotel in the same town, and half of the
building in Tortosendo was recently rented out to a group that is establishing a residence for the elderly there. In
the early 1990s, the province started working in parishes in Portugal and in recent years has increased its
commitment in this area. The province is also involved in ministry to Filipino immigrants in Lisbon and elsewhere,
and has an international formation community in Lisbon. Their work with several lay groups is also remarkable.
In answer to the call of the 17th General Chapter, the province has chosen four priorities for its mission ad
extra in the coming years: primary and new evangelization, family and youth, promotion of the culture of life, and
social justice and poverty eradication.
Fr. Robert Kisala
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In answer to the call of the 17th General Chapter, the province of POR has chosen four
priorities for its mission ad extra in the coming years: primary and new evangelization,
family and youth, promotion of the culture of life, and social justice and poverty
eradication.

NEB: A changing mission landscape, a source of creative mission
Fr. Sonny de Rivera visited the communities in The Hague, Niuwegein and Amsterdam. He shares his
impressions.
When the Dutch bishops visited Rome in early December of last year they gave Pope Francis a dramatic
snapshot of the steep decline of Roman Catholicism in its European heartland. The number of Catholics has
shrunk dramatically and hundreds of churches have been sold off to be turned into apartments, shops, bars or
warehouses.
In the Netherlands, churches have been closing at a rate of one or two a week. Because the finances of
many churches were in a long term shrinking process, parishes have merged. A drastic secularization of
society has afflicted many Catholic dioceses. A bright spot for the Dutch church is the presence of religious
congregations adapting to the ever changing mission landscape to restore the Church’s relevance and respond
to the different pastoral needs.
In my recent visit to Amsterdam and The Hague I met with our confreres and our Holy Spirit Sisters
positioned in different ministries in this challenging mission landscape. As they continue to be pastoral agents
in different capacities they also sense the continuing decline of the Catholic churches. The parish that we
serve in The Hague will soon merge with other five parishes, not to mention that this same parish had already
been subject to an earlier merging. Pastoral enthusiasm and creativity to respond to the different needs are
jostling constantly with the alarming trends within the Catholic Church.
Although I had heard a bleak outlook for the Catholic Church, a sense of hope and enthusiasm pervades
our confreres and Sisters. The Hircos community in The Hague is into different pastoral commitments like
migrant apostolate, prayer groups and reflections, food banks, university chaplaincy, etc. The Hircos community
is nestled in a predominantly Moslem area where the context is ripe for interreligious dialogue.
Amsterdam is no exception to the alarming indifference to religious matters. In the city, the once big and
beautiful churches have either been closed or have been converted for secular uses. Our confreres serve a
parish just a stone’s throw from a train station. Their work and pastoral commitment seem to ride high
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Our confreres serve a parish
just a stone’s throw from a train
station. Their work and pastoral
commitment seem to ride high
because of their internationality.

because of their internationality. Our confreres Klemens
Hayon and Marianus Jehandut are presently working and
attending to the modest number of Catholics who still value
the sacraments and the Eucharist. Both of them have been
in the Netherlands for a number of years and have
witnessed the effects and challenge of a changing mission
landscape.
My visit was short but the impressions stayed for a
long time. I considered the challenge of mission being
faced by the province of NEB as a privilege given in order
to witness that in a changing mission arena, no matter

what the costs are, we continue to be missionaries of the
Divine Word. As our missions in other parts of the world
present a different picture that is more promising and
portends a bright future, our mission in NEB also promises
a positive future brought about by our confreres’ passion
for mission, creativity and practicality.
Yes, the number of Catholics has shrunk dramatically
in the Netherlands but on the other hand our spirit of
service and mission as Divine Word Missionaries
continues to emerge in modest and calculated ways.

In defiance of Pope Francis

I

n apparent defiance of Pope Francis, a church procession detoured from its route through a southern
Italian town to honor a convicted mobster under house arrest.
‘Ndrangheta, a global cocaine trafficker, is one of the world’s most powerful crime syndicates. Interior
Minister Angelino Alfano denounced the tribute in Oppido Mamertina, a Calabrian town and ‘ndrangheta crime
syndicate stronghold, as “deplorable and disgusting.” He praised three Carabinieri policemen who abandoned
the procession in disapproval. On June 21, Francis, visiting Calabria, had denounced the ‘ndrangheta for its
“adoration of evil” and said its members were excommunicated.
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PAN-AMERICAN ZONE
Father General visits Cuba
Fr. General Heinz Kulueke visited the SVD Cuba Mission on February 14-15, 2014. The two day visit
included meeting our confreres, visiting their places of work and meeting with the local people, lay leaders and
youth. In spite of a whirlwind visit, Father General was able to enter into the heart of our mission in Cuba that
is the unrelenting commitment of our confreres to serve and proclaim the good news. Here are some of his
revealing reflections.
*Cuba, surely, is a challenging mission for the SVD.
Confreres have to be well prepared to live in a country
ruled by a communist government. Walking the streets
of Cuba I feel like being in a movie of the late fifties and
early sixties. The cars, the unfinished and poorly
maintained houses, and the noise all contribute to this
unusual scenario. There are people of all kinds of colors
lining up in front of empty stores hoping to get their
monthly ration of food. Cuba is some 50 years behind.
The people are not free.
**”Why do we as SVDs stay and do mission in
Cuba?” I asked our confreres. The surprising answer is
that there is no real answer. Confreres say that it is
basically the daily contact with people that keeps them
going. Being with the people in their daily struggle not to lose hope for a better life is a mission and a commitment
… Our confreres want to continue sharing their faith and their hope.
***The SVD Cuba Mission is unique. Even after 25 years there is hardly any infrastructure that is owned
by our society. The people are very happy with the international group of missionaries. The lay people are
good people and they make our missionaries feel at home. The growing tourist industry has brought with it the
known evils such as exploitation of local workers, drugs and sex workers.
****Vocation animation is a constant concern. After 25 years of SVD presence we do not yet have any
vocations. Other congregations that started much later than us do have vocations already.
*****The Cuba mission would like to have more confreres in order to not only work in parishes but to
address the SVD characteristic dimensions, particularly to strengthen the bible ministry.
In the next issue of Arnoldus Nota we will feature the visit of Father General to ECU.

SAN BERNARDINO (USW):
USW Golden Jubilee
The Golden Jubilee celebrations of the USW Province
came to a grand close on May 28, 2014. The celebrations
began with a luncheon for present and former members
of the Western Province held at the Hilton Garden, San
Bernardino. It was an opportune occasion to reminiscence
about events that have shaped the province to what it is
now. The various pictures that were shown brought back
former days of the Province. Confreres that have played
important roles and have been part of the province were
gratefully remembered.

A solemn Mass celebrated by Most Rev. Gerald Barns,
Bishop of San Bernardino Diocese at the Holy Rosary
Cathedral, San Bernardino, was concelebrated by SVDs
and diocesan priests. SVD Bishops Chacko
Thottumarickal, of Indore Diocese, India and Gabriel
Kumordji of Afram Plains in Ghana were also present for
the celebration. Faithful from SVD parishes in and around
San Bernardino and Riverside participated in the
Eucharistic celebration.
Children offered flags of various countries at the
beginning of the Mass as an expression of solidarity in
the midst of diversity. The Native Indian style of blessing
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close friends, including some confreres. The rite was held
in a river in Quella Quella. Included with the washing of
the soiled clothes was the washing of the faces and hands
of those present. The rite was later followed by a meal.
Meanwhile in the parish, Masses were held for eight days,
followed by a symbolic burning of the clothes of the dead
confrere. This is a respected ritual among the Aymara
people.

BEAUMONT (USS):
and procession at the beginning of the Mass was a great
spectacle and example of cultural integration.
A shared homily was given by Frs. Mike Manning,
Miguel Ruiz, Herman Manuel and Joe Miller. Bishop
Gerald Barns acknowledged the contribution of the SVDs
in the Diocese of San Bernardino as well as in other
dioceses that the SVDs serve in this Province. While
expressing his gratitude for our service he assured future
collaboration and support. He congratulated the in-coming
and the out-going Provincials, Frs. Soney Sebastian and
Briccio Tamora respectively. As a sign of appreciation he
presented a plaque of blessings to the Provincials.
The Jubilee celebration was kicked off a year ago at
Riverside Residence and there were various activities to
mark the occasion. Seminars and workshops on inter
cultural living were organized on the district levels. At St.
Joachim Parish, Hayward, an important celebration was
also held to focus on the work and mission of the Divine
Word Missionaries in the province.
Fr. Soney Sebastian

LAJA (BOL):
Indigenous rites of farewell for our
deceased confrere
The death of our young confrere Bro. Cleber Alexandre
Oliveira in Laja was a blow to the parishioners, including
the indigenous members of the community. The outpouring
of grief and sentiment over our confrere’s untimely death
was accompanied by several rites and rituals commonly
observed by the indigenous peoples.
Some of our confreres observed these rituals as a sign
of respect and appreciation for the culture of the
indigenous peoples. At one point in time our confreres,
SSpS, and some close friends of the deceased jumped
over a small bonfire followed by a washing of their hands
and faces.
Three days after Bro. Cleber’s passing a ritual of the
washing of his soiled clothes was held in the presence of
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Bishop Breaks Bread with Young Adults
If you want to know what people think, you need to
ask them. So the bishop did. Bishop Curtis Guillory, SVD,
sat down last fall for a couple of dinners and conversations
at his home with groups of young married adults from
across the diocese. The evenings, coordinated by the
Office of Stewardship and Communications, were a
chance for Bishop Guillory to hear their concerns. The
events grew out of concerns that young adults between
the ages of 25 and 45 do not seem to be visibly active in
their parishes and the larger local Church – the diocese.
The perception is upheld by a number of national surveys
not only of the Catholic Church but other mainstream
Christian denominations.
Bishop Guillory was greatly encouraged by what
transpired as the dinners wrapped up. “The most
encouraging thing is that they are all going to keep in touch
with each other. They exchanged emails and phone
numbers after dinner and they are going to give each other
support which is wonderful. It’s good for them to know
that they aren’t going through these things alone,” Bishop
Guillory said. For young adults, challenges come from all
angles, especially the secular world many of them work
in. A lot of them feel that their faith is a challenge in today’s
world. It’s not easy to live your Catholic faith in a very
secular world.
In a Word

CUENCA (ECU):
A new SVD administered parish
On June 1, 2014 the Divine Word Missionaries
assumed a new parish belonging to the Archdiocese of
Cuenca. The name of the parish is Parroquia Nuestra
Senora del Cisne and it covers four autonomous
communities, namely: Shiña, Chunazana, Morasloma and
Puca. The event was marked by a solemn turnover of the
parish in the presence of Monsignor Luis Gerardo Cabrera
Herrera of the Archdiocese of Cuenca, Fr. Navil D’Silva,
the Provincial Superior of ECU, confreres and
parishioners.
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PONTA GROSSA (BRS):
An exceptional moment of evangelization
The celebration of Good Friday in the city of Ponta
Grossa became a moving event of evangelization through
an evening presentation of the Passion of Christ at the
Events Center of the city. It was sponsored by the Parish
of Our Lady of the Rosary. With an amazing cast of 110
actors, the presentation captured the life, passion, death
and resurrection of Jesus done in five Acts.

The parish community is composed of indigenous
peoples with their own independent organization. The
Society of the Divine Word, in line with the congregational
directions of the 17th General Chapter, has accepted the
task and the challenge to work with the indigenous
community. Our confreres Rufino Pukall and Ignacy
Koszalka comprise the team that will work in the parish.
Fr. Navil D’Silva

ASUNCION (PAR):
A unique and promising leadership workshop

More than seven thousand people watched the
presentation including Bishop Sergio Arthur Braschi of
the Diocese of Ponta Grossa, who praised the initiative
and highlighted the commitment of the parish to promote
the Good News creatively. A TV network broadcast the
presentation live.
Fr. Edvino Sicuro

A

On May 12-15 2004 the South Subzone of PANAM
organized a workshop for provincial superiors, their
respective councils and district superiors. Participating in
the three day workshop that was held in the Retreat House
of the SSpS in Asuncion, were the provinces of ARE,
ARS, CHI and PAR. A total of 35 confreres listened to
Sister Marilin of CONFERRE (Conference of Religious)
from Chile.

Child emigration

ccording to the latest data, between October
2013 and June 2014 more than 57,000 children arrived
at the U.S. border illegally, without being
accompanied by an adult, in the area of the Rio
Grande Valley (Texas). The U.S. government in
Washington has already warned that this figure will
undoubtedly increase. The Church is working to
assist young emigrants and to recognize many of
them as refugees, fleeing from situations of war.
(Agenzia Fides 11/07/2014)

This is the first leadership workshop wherein four
provincials, their councils and district superiors gathered
together to receive input, to dialogue and discuss about
intercultural leadership, participation and coordination. An
important note of the workshop was the ample time allotted
to the sharing of experiences.
Fr. Stany Lobo
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= OUR DEPARTED
SVD
Bro. Josef <Simon> Sayer
Bro. Paul Fu-xin Su
Fr. Frantisek Siroviè
Fr. Zacharias Belita
Fr. Hendrik Hermus
Fr. Andreas Mua
Fr. Gyula Markó
Fr. Mathew Pullukatt
Fr. Augustine Rodrigues
Fr. Joachim Mika
Fr. Miguel Roig
Fr. Luke Valiaparambil
Fr. Maurice Vaes

SSpS
Sr. Vianelde, Maria Keuß
Sr. Alfonza, Mária Kochanová
Sr. Benegardis, Maria Weil
Sr. Eurasia, Adelgunde Külkens
Sr. Vicencia, Antonina Pizarro
Sr. Carmella, Frances Viso
Sr. Milagros Fiel
Sr. Bernadette, Agatha Schegg
Sr. Narcisa, María Cristina Simón

Prov./Reg.

Date of Death

OES
SIN
SLO
IDR
NEB
IDE
HUN
INM
KEN
GHA
ESP
INM
NEB

04.07.2014
30.06.2014
29.06.2014
27.06.2014
27.06.2014
24.06.2014
22.06.2014
22.06.2014
11.06.2014
08.06.2014
06.06.2014
30.05.2014
24.05.2014

Milestone Dates
24
66
20
43
21
49
29
39
54
60
40
54
43

50
98
40
63
39
69
46
60
80
79
61
74
63

52
99
41
65
41
72
48
62
81
80
63
76
65

Prov./Reg.

Died on

Age

Vows

GER
SLO
GER
GER
PHN
USA
PHN
GER
ARM

03.06.2014
07.06.2014
12.06.2014
18.06.2014
19.06.2014
20.06.2014
23.06.2014
25.06.2014
26.06.2014

94
86
84
89
87
98
87
92
89

65
60
56
62
56
76
65
68
67

58
05
46
73
45
79
54
68
86
85
69
83
73

**
**
46
73
45
79
55
69
87
86
69
84
74

= OBITUARIES
Fr. Zacharias Belita (IDR)
27.06.2014; 43-63-65-73-73
Fr. Zacharias Belita was born on
November 12, 1943 in Sambi, belonging
to the diocese of Ende, Indonesia, of
Tata Ndeku and Maria Tunga Tawa. His
junior and senior high school was
completed at the Minor Seminary of St.
Yohanes Berchmans in Todabelu
Mataloko, Flores. He entered the
novitiate in Ledalero on September 20, 1963 and two years
later he professed his first vows on August 15, 1965, also
in Ledalero. He professed his perpetual vows on January
8, 1973. He was ordained a priest on June 28, 1973 in
Boawae.
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Fr. Zacharias’ first mission assignment was IDR. Since
February 9, 1974 he worked in the province of Ruteng,
first as assistant parish priest in Ruteng itself while helping
teach liturgy at the academy for catechists. In December
1974 he was given the responsibility to direct the boarding
school of the academy and also as the assistant parish
priest of Kumba Ruteng, a position he held until 1977. In
January 1977 he moved to Mano to serve as parish priest.
In 1981 he was appointed dean of the Deanery of
Manggarai Timur, a position he held until 1984. He was
sent to Rome to do higher studies in liturgy from 1982 to
1985 at the University of St. Anselmo. Coming back from
Rome he was given the task to do research on inculturation
and was in charge of the ongoing formation. At the same
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time he was also member of the liturgical commission of
the diocese of Ruteng and lectured at the academy for
catechists. In 1986 he was assigned as parish priest of
Pota unil 2010.
Fr. Zacharias was a friendly and gentle religious
missionary. He was also a simple priest; calm, patient and
strongly committed to the tasks given to him. He loved
the liturgy and prayer and had a special devotion to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus. He had a penchant for flowers.
He also cared for animals. While lying sick in the hospital
of St. Raphael in Cancar he asked people to care for the
plants and animals. He was a man of peace and always
willing and ready to help. He did not like to disturb others.
Fr. Zacharias returned to his Creator after suffering
from pancreatic cancer. He died on June 27, 2014, on the
feast of the Sacred Heart, his special devotion. He died a
day after his 41st anniversary of priestly ordination.
Fr. Andreas Mua (IDE)
24.06.2014; 49-69-72-79-79
Fr. Andreas Mua was born on July 9, 1949 in Lerek
belonging to the diocese of Larantuka, Indonesia, of Yosef
Hulut and Anna Hiba. On December 8, 1969 he began
his novitiate in Ledalero. On January 7, 1972 he professed
his first vows. On January 8, 1979 he professed his
perpetual vows and was ordained a priest on July 1, 1979
in Lerek by Bishop Darius Nggawa.
Fr. Andreas’ first mission assignment was IDR but
eventually was changed to IDE because of personnel
issues. He was assigned as the assistant novice master in
Ledalero.
He was also asked to be in charge of the parish of
Wairpelit, attached to the Seminary in Ledalero. In 1982
he was sent for higher studies in spirituality at the Institute
for Religious Formation at St. Louis University, USA. In
December 1984 he was appointed Novice Master in
Ledalero. In July 1987 he was appointed Novice Master
of the newly opened novitiate in Nenuk, Timor. He served
as Novice Master from 1987-1993.
In 1994 Fr. Andreas moved to the USC province and
became a formator of the students in Montreal. Three
years later, as a result of the evaluation program in
Montreal, the formation house closed down and he was
transferred back to Indonesia. He stayed in Ledalero and
was assigned as the spiritual director for the seminarians.
Besides that he was assigned the director Lembaga
Pembentukan Berlanjut Arnold Janssen (LPBAJ), the
ongoing formation program for IDE. Interestingly he was
also requested to help start a formation program in
Madagascar. The provincial council at that time did not

release him for the job. His role as spiritual director was
his service to the Society, helping young confreres in
spiritual guidance and also accompanying those who were
facing problems. He also conducted a lot of retreats for
the religious and priests. In 2007 he was released from
this responsibility as Director of LPBAJ but he continued
serving as one of the staff members of the institute.
As Fr. Andreas continued to battle with sickness he
was still serving the communities in Rotat, Natawulu, Dotat
(Ronaldo), Solotdan Riit... He battled with lung cancer
and at the age of 66 years he returned to His creator.
Much of Fr. Andreas’ ministry was devoted to formation
work. Discipline was highly valued by him. He always
encouraged and helped the formandi to find themselves,
value their talents and develop them. When he came back
from Canada he was much more relaxed. His knowledge
in psychology helped him accompany confreres, religious
and priests in difficulties. Because of his friendliness and
openness he had lot of friends among the simple people.
May he rest in peace.
Fr. Mathew Pullukatt (INE)
22.06.2014;39-60-62-68-69
Fr. Mathew Pullukatt was born on
September 01, 1939 of Mr. Kuriakose
and his wife Elizabeth, in Erumely
village of Kottayam District, Kerala.
He hails from a large family of six
brothers and three sisters of whom
three are priests and one is a religious Sister. He entered
the seminary in Palda in 1957 followed by two years of
Novitiate in Khurda from 1960 to 1962. He made his first
profession on May 31, 1962. He made his final profession
of vows on May 30, 1968 and was ordained a priest on
October 24, 1969
His life goal to become a missionary in North India
was realized when he arrived in Sambalpur mission on
May 30, 1970. After a few assignments as an assistant
parish priest in Madhupur, Bargarh, Hamirpur and
Gomardih, he was assigned as parish priest in Bagdehi,
Telendih, Sundargarh, Rajgangpur, Gaibira and these were
followed by a few short term assignments. His last
assignment was to the Retreat Centre at Katapali,
Jharsuguda.
Fr. Mathew Pullukatt, from his earliest days as a young
priest, was pastorally oriented and all his efforts were
centered around the spiritual and the day to day well being
of the people entrusted to his care. All of his priestly life
he spent as a pastor, tending to his flock with love, concern
and diligence. Wherever he went, he was well accepted
and appreciated, for the sheep recognized their shepherd.
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Fr. Mathew also reached out to non-Christian
communities. If there was a government school in the
vicinity of the parish where he was working, he made it a
point to associate frequently with the headmaster and the
staff of the school . Whenever possible and time
permitting, he taught the children the rudiments of the
English language at the primary level. This was his way
of breaking the ice and eradicating misconceptions quite
prevalent in the area. This was his novel way of dialogue
in action – evangelization.
In his last assignment, he was appointed to assist in
the development of the Retreat Centre, Katapali, a
completely new place. With his flair for communication
and interacting with the people, he frequently visited their
homes. He befriended the poor living nearby. He helped
their children by supplying them with stationery.
Furthermore, in collaboration with the doctors and the staff
of St. Mary’s Hospital, Jharsuguda, he conducted medical
camps which were appreciated by the poor. The nonChristian brethren, observing his motives to be pure and
genuine, welcomed him to their homes.
Fr. Mathew was on his way home to Kerala for
vacation after a short sojourn in Bangalore to meet his
relatives. On reaching Bangalore, he began to feel a
certain amount of discomfort that persisted for quite some
time. He collapsed in the bathroom and was immediately
rushed to the hospital. He suffered a massive cardio
respiratory arrest that claimed his life on 22 June 2014.
Fr. Gyula Markó (HUN)
22. 06. 2014; 29 46 48 54 55
Fr. Gyula Markó was born in
Fertõszentmikló (Sopron), Hungary on
December 13, 1929, belonging to the
Diocese of Gyor, of Janos Markó and
Magdolna Acs. He entered the novitiate
in Kõszeg on September 8, 1946. Two
years later he professed his first vows,
also in Kõszeg. After the abolishment
of the religious orders, he was accepted in the Major
Seminary, Diocese Gyõr. There he pursued his theological
studies and on February 2, 1954 he professed his perpetual
vows and was ordained a priest on September 8, 1955 in
Gyor.
Fr. Gyula worked first in Kisbér and Magyarkimle, then
from 1958 at Ács, finally from 1959 in TatabányaHatostelep he worked as an assistant parish priest. On
May 20, 1960 he became parish priest in Agostyán, and in
1978 he had to take care of another parish in Verestolna.
He renovated the church at Agostyán. In 1980 he
commissioned a fresco of our Founder Arnold Janssen.
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From 1989 he resided at Vértestolna renovating the church
and the 250 year old presbytery.
Fr. Gyula did not leave his parishioners even in old
age. After his retirement he continued doing pastoral work
until 2011. He went to live with his relatives for some
time and when his health further deteriorated, he was
brought to the Old Priests’ Home of the Diocese. There
he suffered cerebral hemorrhage twice and died on June
22, 2014 in the hospital of Gyõr.
Fr. Augustine Rodrigues (KEN)
11.06.2014;54-80-81-86-87
Fr. Augustine Rodrigues was born on
October 10, 1954 in Nuvem in Goa, India
of Coelestinus Rodrigues and Catherina
Dias. He entered the seminary in Goa
on June 6, 1967. He began his novitiate
in Khurda on June 18, 1980 and a year
later he professed his first vows, also in
Khurda. He professed his final vows in
Poona on June 12, 1986 and was ordained a priest on
May 11, 1987.
Fr. Augustine came to Kenya, his first mission
appointment, in 1987 and for 26 years he served in the
province. At the beginning he was at Jericho parish where
he worked in 1988-1992, then in Garbatulla. where he
was assigned from 1989 to 1993. Those were the initial
years of his missionary life in the country. The full zeal of
his missionary commitment found a radical match in his
work in Kayole as assistant parish priest from 1995 to
1999, which eventually led him to a place called Soweto.
Fr. Augustine opened Soweto mission as an outstation of
Kayole parish. When this mission station became a parish in
2004, Fr. Augustine was appointed as the first parish priest.
Fr. Augustine’s pastoral works were interjected with
other assignments, all of them highlighting his spiritual
maturity and missionary openness. He was tasked to work
as Vocation Director from 1993 to 1995 and as a formator
to Philosophy seminarians from 2008 to 2011. Although
his heart was always clamoring for pastoral life with people
in the parish, he remained willing to accept other work
assignments.
Fr. Augustine was generous to the people in the parishes
where he worked, helping the young ones in the pursuit
of their education, and accompanying and assisting the
old ones with gentleness, humility and wisdom. He died
suddenly of a massive cardiac arrest on June 11, 2014
while on a relaxing trip with his confreres. He was only
59 years old when he breathed his last and returned to his
Creator. His sudden death came as a shock to all those
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who had known him, especially the people he served in
different capacities in his beloved mission in Kenya. There
was an outpouring of grief and innumerable expressions
of gratitude from people in all walks of life for Fr.
Augustine’s missionary journey.
Fr. Miguel Roig (ESP)
06.06.2014; 40-61-63-69-69
Miguel Roig was born in Palma de
Mallorca, Spain on December 30, 1940, the
eldest son of Antonio and Antonia Roig.
After graduating as a Professor of
Commerce he entered the postulancy
program in Estella on October 24, 1960. After
two years of novitiate he professed his first
vows on September 8, 1963.He was ordained on September
28, 1969 and his first mission appointment was Spain.
Miguel initially spent one year of pedagogical training
in Madrid with the Christian Brothers and the following
year he worked with the seminarians in Estella imparting
human, Christian and religious training. He was
remembered as a formator with the spirit of a father and
the heart of a mother.
After participating in the renewal course in Nemi, in 1979,
Miguel was transferred to Colombia for two years, but a few
months later he went to Ecuador to work in the indigenous ministry,
probably his best years. Miguelito, as he was affectionately called
is remembered by numerous priests and laity of his dedication to
improve the lives of the indigenous peoples.

Fr. Luke Valiaparambil (INE)
30.05.2014, 54-74-76-83-84
Fr. Luke was born on January 9, 1954
to Anthony and Mariam in Chengalam,
Changanacherry. After spending two
years in St. John’s Mission Seminary,
Chenganacherry he went to Palda for
another two years of Juniorate. He made
one year of Novitiate in 1974-75 and
another year of Novitiate in Poona after
which he made his first Profession on June 12, 1976. After
his philosophical and theological studies, including a year
of regency, he was ordained a priest on May 10, 1984.
His first appointment was in Kesramal parish in the
diocese of Rourkela as an assistant parish priest. The
following year he was transferred to Sambalpur diocese
as an assistant parish priest in Majhapara. After three
years he was transferred to Jharsuguda parish, first as an
assistant parish priest and eventually becoming the parish
priest. Later, he was appointed rector of Shanti Bhavan
Community, Jharsuguda in 1993, a position he held for
two terms. Even though the job as a Rector demanded all
his time and energy, he was seen as capable of taking up
still another job as the Spiritual Director of Asha Niketan,
Jharusuguda- the Novitiate of the Handmaids of Mary.
Fr. Luke was later assigned as the procurator of Divine
Word Seminary, Pune, a position he held for six years
there. In 2005 he was appointed the treasurer of Vidya
Jyoti Mission Seminary, Lungai. At the end of the term he
was appointed the parish priest for the Catholic Church
in Puri.

In 1987 he was assigned as a formator of the SVD
seminarians in Bogota, a position he held until his election as
provincial of ECU. During his six years as provincial he
administered the construction of the biblical center in Quito
which has given a big impulse to biblical ministry and continues
to this day. In concluding his service as Provincial Superior
he continued to work in the following two administrations,
first as a part-time secretary and as superior delegatus,
managing documentation for thenew missionaries. He was
an appreciated member of the Ecumenical Commission of
the Episcopal Conference of Ecuador while working in the
biblical center as a translator of articles.

In the meantime he began to feel uneasy with his
health. He had various types of symptoms for which he
took medical advice regularly. Later, at the Holy Spirit
Hospital in Mumbai, he was diagnosed with cancer and
had to undergo surgery and other necessary treatment.
As his condition was not improving, he took recourse to
an unconventional treatment in Kerala which did not prove
to be of much help. After prolonged suffering he breathed
his last on May 30, 2014 in the Mercy Hospital at
Chengalam, Kerala. Fr. Luke was laid to rest at St. John’s
Mission Seminary, Chenganacherry on May 31, 2014.

In May 2008 Miguel returned to Spain with some
symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease which progressively
worsened. This was compounded by the effects of
Parkinson’s disease. Miguel spent four years in the small
community of Zamora receiving care and special attention.
He was later moved to an assisted living center. His last
six months unfortunately broughta series of serious
difficulties. He breathed his last and returned to his Creator
on June 6, 2014.

Bro.Konrad< Gebhard> Lässer (IDT)
17.05.2014; 30-57-59-65-**
Bro. Gebhard was born in Bolgenach, Feldkirch,
Austria on October 24, 1930, the second child of Konrad
and Joanna Lässer. He started his primary school in
Hittisau, Austria, in 1937 and graduated in 1945. After
graduating, he worked as a farmer and carpenter until he
was 26 years old. In 1957 Bro. Gebhard started a new
life. He left his village and began his postulancy and
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novitiate years in Saint Gabriel. He
professed his first vows on September
8, 1959. After first vows he trained as a
carpenter for three years. In 1961, he
moved to Saint Rupert and worked as a
carpenter and driver. He professed his
perpetual vows in the Society of the
Divine Word on September 8, 1965 in
Saint Gabriel. His first assignment was the Timor regionIndonesia.
Bro. Gebhard dedicated 23 years of missionary work
in the diocese of Atambua (December 1966- September
1989). With his knowledge and training in construction,
he completed the roofing of the cathedral church and the
construction of the cathedral tower. Aside from working
in Atambua diocese and East Timor, he built the church
of Kalabahi Alor, another island not far from Timor. He
also trained young men in the diocese to become
carpenters and drivers.
In 1989 Bro. Gebhard was moved from Atambua to
Nenuk and later on was sent to work in Uatolari, East
Timor from 1990 to 1999. There he built the church in
Uatolari. He was later sent to another part of East Timor
that is called Maliana to start a mission workshop. After
10 years of missionary work he returned for good to Nenuk
in 2009. Since then, he has been living in a retirement
house.
At the beginning of this year Bro. Gebhard had
problems with his health. On May 4, 2014 Bro. Gebhard
had felt an intense discomfort with his stomach. He actually
suffered from complications of his kidneys. He passed
away on May 17, 2014 at the age of 83. After the funeral
Mass he was buried in Saint Joseph cemetery in Nenuk,
Atambua.
Bro Gebhard lived a simple life and offered himself
totally for the mission of God. He always helped whoever
came to him especially the poor and the needy. He had
practiced the words of Jesus, “Whatever you do to the
least of my brothers you do it to me.”
Fr. Jozef Pieczykolan (POL)
09.05.2014; 49-72-73-74-75
Fr. Jozef Teodor Pieczykolan was born
on January 22, 1949 in Tereszpol, belonging
to the diocese of Lublin. In 1967 he entered
the diocesan seminary in Olsztyn. In 1972
he felt a call towards religious life and
subsequently entered the Society of the
Divine Word. In 1974 he pronounced his
perpetual vows and was ordained a priest a year later.
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From 1975 to 1983 Fr. Jozef worked as a missionary
in Ghana. He returned to Poland for health reasons, and
was assigned to the mission office in Pieniezno. From
1989 to 1993 Fr. Jozef studied missiology in Warsaw. In
2008, due to his deteriorating health, he had to move to
Gorna Grupa to receive the necessary medical help. He
died of cancer on May 9, 2014 in GornaGrupa, and was
buried there.
Bro. Cleber Alexandre Oliveira (BOL)
08.05.2014; 79-06-07-13-**
Cleber Alexandre Oliveira was born on
February 9, 1979 in Cantagalo, Sete
Lagoas, Matto Grosso in Brazil. He was
the second of the three children of Geraldo
Socorro de Oliveira and Maria da
Consolacao. He entered the Society of the
Divine Word in Jacarei on April 3, 2002.
He began his novitiate in Juquia on February 8, 2006 and
a year later he professed his first vows in Suzano on
February 16, 2007. He studied philosophy in Sao Paulo.
Bro. Cleber went to Bolivia for his OTP program. He
worked in Parroquia Maria Asunta, Distrito Oriente, Sta.
Cruz. After his OTP he returned to BRN, his province of
origin and professed his perpetual vows on June 2, 2013
in Baldim. His first mission assignment was BOL.
On July 2013 Bro. Cleber returned to Bolivia and after
refreshing his language skills in Spanish he was assigned
to Immaculate Conception Parish in Laja. His mission and
dedication in the parish was short lived due to his
unexpected death on May 8, 2014 in a hospital in La Paz.
His passing away was a blow to those who have known
Bro. Cleber. A wake was held on May 9 in the parish
where Bro. Cleber worked. On May 10, in the presence
of SVD confreres and many other people, a funeral Mass
was celebrated by Monsignor Fernando Bascope, the
auxiliary bishop of the Diocese of El Alto. Many of those
whom Brother Cleber had served came to pay their last
respects to this young missionary Brother. May he rest in
peace.
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FIRST ASSIGNMENTS
Name
Sending Province
Bojanowski, Adam**
POL
Brodzik, Adam
POL
Szumacher, Przemyslaw
POL
Walendowski, Krzysztof**
POL
Gerboc, Tomas
SLO
Orecný, Stanislav
SLO
András, Zoltán**
HUN
Nguyen, Giang Tien
USC
Baez Torres, Antonio
MEX
Mendoza Villalba, Néstor Damián
MEX

Receiving Province
ITA (Moldavia)
MAD
COL
BOL
SLO
PHS
HUN
MOZ
PAR
CAM (Costa Rica)

Atty Loit, Vitalis Nustanto
Horowura Gusti, Agustino
Mauk, Timoteus Titus
Meni, Daniel
Mite Kota, Dominggus
Nggagur, Vinsensius
Riang, Yoseph
Rita Kean, Robertus
Sori Wekin, Samuel
Tefa, Karolus Luangga

IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE

IDE
BRC
ZAM
IDR
IDE
PAR
IDT
MEX
CAM
SLO

Wiryono, Firminus
Doni, Antonius
Doni, Yohanes
Heriyanto I Wayan, Hendrikus
Himaang, Pius**
Suryanto, Natalius
Norfiansyah, Pius
Purba, Justinus Ferdinando
Raditya Kurniadi, Vincentius
Vidigal Nelson, Jose Maria***

IDE
IDJ
IDJ
IDJ
IDJ
IDJ
IDJ
IDJ
IDJ
IDJ

AUS
ZAM
IDJ
PHS
IDJ
SIN
BRA
IBP
JPN
IDR

Do, Quoc Quang Anthony
Hoang, Han Peter
Mai, Tinh Peter
Nguyen, Dung Van Joseph
Nguyen, Hoa Duc Joseph
Nguyen, Hoang Gia Joseph
Nguyen, Khanh Duc Vincent
Nguyen, Phung Dinh Peter
Nguyen, Tao Van Anthony
Nguyen, Thuat Van John Baptist

VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE

VIE
PHC
ANG
CHI
VIE
VIE
MEX
BRS
VIE
BOT (South Africa)

Nguyen, Ton Van Anthony
Tran, Chinh Quang Joseph
Tran, Chinh Xuan Anthony
Tran, Ha Hai Peter
Tran, Kiem Minh Joseph
Tran, Tri Thien Francis Xavier
Trinh, Thach Son Joachim
Trinh, Tuan Dinh John Baptist

VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE
VIE

VIE
USC
VIE
AUS (New Zealand)
VIE
USS
BOT
CHI
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Vo Son Le Thanh Joseph
Vo, Thach Ta John Baptist
Vu, Truong Thien Joseph
Bosili, Benjamin
Asante, Eugene Bruce K.
Kimathi, James Mburugu
Tchekpi, Jean-Bertrand
Ipoba Mpia, Jean-Marie
Nimi Zacarias Pinge, Antonio
Sekle, Christophe K.

VIE
VIE
VIE
PNG
GHA
GHA
GHA
CNG
CNG
CNG

PNG
KOR
ESP
CHI
GHA
KEN
GHA
CNG
USC (Canada)
TCD

Ramanamidona, Bienvenu
Rakotonirina Zafimanampy, Félix
Agbeyome-Akpah, Vincent
Adjetey, Emmanuel Adjei
Dzokpe, Emile K. Sebia
Koutandji, Janvier W.
Lunimbu Diakikubamena, Pierre Claver
Mboy Mifundu, Benjamin

CNG
CNG
KEN
KEN
KEN
KEN
KEN
KEN

KEN
ECU
PNG
TOG
CNG
SWI (France)
USC (Caribbean)
OES

APPOINTMENTS & TRANSFERS

Appointments
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28.03.2014
28.03.2014
28.03.2014
28.03.2014
28.03.2014
04.28.2014
04.28.2014
04.28.2014
16.05.2014
16.05.2014

Fr. Dawan Jaga, Josef
Fr. Pungki Setiawan, Leonardus P.
Fr. Lamuri, Franciscus Bernardus
Fr. Meko, Godefridus
Fr. Widastra I Nyoman, Paschalis
Fr. Anbu, Pushpa
Fr. Anbu, Pushpa
Fr. Anbu, Pushpa
Fr.Masan Toron, Yosef
Fr. Ganggur B., Yeremias.

IDJ
IDJ
IDJ
IDJ
IDJ
INC
INC
INC
IDR
IDR

sup/prov
vic/prov
adm/prov
cons/prov
cons/prov
National Formation Sec .
Dir.OTP SVD Vidya Bhavan Bhopal
spir.dir SVD Vidya Bhavan Bhopal
sup/prov
vic/prov

tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri

16.05.2014
16.05.2014
16.05.2014
20.05.2014
20.05.2014
20.05.2014
20.05.2014
20.05.2014
23.05.2014

Fr. Djerebu, David
Bro. Gege Kleden, Yoseph
Fr. Satu, Adam
Fr. Dubienczuk, Bogdan
Fr. Varanathu, Thomas
Fr. Marianayagam, M
Fr. Kullu, Petrus
Fr. Fernandes, Joaquim Francis
Fr. MacDonald, Adam.

IDR
IDR
IDR
POL
INE
INE
INE
INM
USC

adm/prov
cons/prov
cons/prov
vic/rec Kazimierza-Keosin
vic/prov
adm/prov
cons/prov
sec/miss
vic/prov

tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri

23.05.2014
23.05.2014
23.05.2014
23.05.2014
23.05.2014
23.05.2014
23.05.2014

Fr. Lenchak, Timothy
Fr. Nguyen, van Thanh
Fr. Oleszcuk, Adam
Fr. Ro, Matheus Bitin
Bro. Zabransky, James
Fr. Jenkins, Alan.
Fr. Sochulak, Pavol

USC
USC
USC
USC
USC
USW
USW

adm/prov
cons/prov
cons/prov
cons/prov
cons/prov
vic/prov
adm/prov

tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
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23.05.2014
23.05.2014
23.05.2014
23.05.2014
23.05.2014
23.05.2014
30.05.2014
30.05.2014
30.05.2014

Fr. Kirby, Jon
Fr. Nguyen, Hien Trong
Fr. Myladiyil, Sebastian
Fr. Bracken, Walter
Fr. Arkian Lein, Lambertus
Fr. Wall, Augustine
Fr. Pawlukiewicz, Krzystof
Fr. Rego, Peter
Fr. Mawuli Anyomi, Emmanuel

USW
USW
USS
USS
USS
USS
MAD
MAD
MAD

cons/prov
cons/prov
vic/prov
adm/prov
cons/prov
cons/prov
vic/reg
adm/reg
cons/reg

tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri

30.05.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014

Bro. Uran Wuwur, Benediktus
Fr. Magada, Angel
Fr. Miranda. Dionisio
Fr. Tampol, Renato
Fr. Layugan, Michael
Fr. Vitor, Ernesto
Fr. Tagúra, Pablo
Fr. Ynzon, Anthony
Fr. Solis, Ruper

MAD
PHC
PHS
PHC
PHC
PHC
PHC
PHC
PHC

cons/reg
sup/del
Executive Dir. DWEA
oecon/prov
Chairman Formation Board
dir/stud
Dean of Studies CKMS, Q. C.
Prefect CKMS, Q.C.
zel/voc

tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri

02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
02.06.2014
10.06.2014
10.06.2014

Fr. Paat, John Geronimo
Fr. Limsuan, Benito
Fr. Flores, Randolf Jose
Fr. Perey, Teofilo
Fr. Yap, Arlo Bernardo
Fr. Yap, Arlo Bernardo
Fr. Villanueva, Flaviano
Fr. Villanueva, Flaviano
Bro. Daton, Yohanes
Fr. Gnanaprakasam, Lazar

PHC
PHC
PHC
PHC
PHC
PHC
PHC
PHC
BOL
INH

prf.al (Postulants)
mag/nov
Dean of Studies DWST, Tagaytay
Prefect DWST Tagaytay
coord/ap.bibl
coord/com
coord/zel.miss
coord/JPIC
sec/miss
sec/miss

tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri

10.06.2014
18.06.2014
18.06.2014
18.06.2014
18.06.2014
18.06.2014
19.06.2014
20.06.2014
20.06.2014

Fr. Mucha, Vaclav
Fr. Ola Keraf, Hilarius
Fr. Vadakkan, Joseph
Fr. Tampus, Ariel
Fr. Vattapparayil, Sunny
Bro. Dollwet, Lutwin
Fr. Perumprayil, Tomy Thomas
Fr. McGuiness, Michael
Fr. Sochulak, Pavol

GER
BOT
BOT
BOT
BOT
BOT
INM
ROM
USW

oecon/dom St. Michael Steyl
coord/ap bibl
coord/JPIC
coord/com
coord/zel miss
oecon/prov
sup/del
praeses Centro Ad Gentes Nemi
sec/miss

tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri

20.06.2014
25.06.2014
25.06.2014
07.07.2014
07.07.2014
07.07.2014
08.07.2014
08.07.2014
08.07.2014

Fr. Vaz, Richard
Fr. Del Valle, Carlos
Fr. Melukunnel, Cyriac Jose
Fr. Nedupillil, Savio
Bro. Daton, Yohanes
Fr. Ferreyra, Gerardo
Fr. Tae Bere, Marius Yasintus
Fr. Sanchez Passador, Marcio
Fr. Vaz, Richard

USC
ROM
ROM
BOL
BOL
BOL
MOZ
ZAM
USC

sup/del
Rector Pontificio Collegio San Pietro
vic/rec Pontificio Collegio San Pietro
sup/dist Dist. Cochabamba
vic sup/dist Dist. Cochabamba
adm/dist Dist Cochabamba
oecon/miss
oecon/miss
Director Mission Center Techny

tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri
tri

Change of first appointment
30.05.2014 Frt. Kanjiratham J., Jomet

PAR/INM
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Transfers
07.04.2014
28.04.2014
16.05.201
16.05.2014
16.05.2014
20.05.2014
27.05.2015
27.05.2014
27.05.2014

Bro. Garcia Lopez, Jonathan
Fr. Koa, Andreas
Fr. Kearney, Thomas
Fr. Libangan Jr., Juan
Fr. Moroney, Patrick
Fr. da Costa Valeriano, Ernani
Fr. Sunico. Tanysun
Fr. Mark, Urey Patrick
Fr. Dagodzi, Stephen

COL/PHS professional training
PNG/PHC formation work within zone for 4 years
MEX/IBP
MOZ/PHN
GHA/IBP
USC/BRN
PHN/OES
USC/GHA for Liberia mission
ITA/GHA

03.06.2014
03.06.2014
10.06.2014
10.06.2014
10.06.2014
08.07.2014
08.07.2014
08.07.2014
08.07.2014

Fr. Cenker, Richard
Fr. Ange-Albert Malemba K.
Fr. Pawlak, Leonard Antoni
Fr. Fecko, Andrzej
Fr. Karczewski, Zdzislaw
Fr. Kniffki, Klaus
Fr. Peringalloor, Thomas
Fr. Pinsoy Fuerzas, Melchor
Bro. Gonzales, Oscar

BOL/SLO
ESP/CNG
POL/POR
ANG/POR
PNG/POL for health reasons
ITA/GER
ROM/INC
SIN/PHS
CNG/ESP

Workshop of new Provincial/Regional Mission Superiors

The workshop, besides being an introduction to acquiring administrative skills, animating abilities
and collaborative attitudes, was an occasion for learning from one another and experiencing a sense
of solidarity.

Editor/Layout: Crescente “Sonny” de Rivera
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